Strong correlation in hydrogen chains and lattices using the variational two-electron reduced density matrix method.
The variational two-electron reduced-density-matrix (2-RDM) method, scaling polynomially with the size of the system, was applied to linear chains and three-dimensional clusters of atomic hydrogen as large as H(64). In the case of the 4x4x4 hydrogen lattice of 64 hydrogen atoms, a correct description of the dissociation requires about 10(18) equally weighted determinants in the wave function, which is too large for traditional multireference methods. The correct energy in the dissociation limit was obtained from the variational 2-RDM method in contrast to Hartree-Fock and single-reference methods. Analysis of the occupation numbers demonstrates that even for 1.0 A bond distances the presence of strong electron correlation requires a multireference method. Three-dimensional systems exhibit a marked increase in electron correlation from one-dimensional systems regardless of size. The metal-to-insulator transition upon expansion of the clusters was studied using the decay of the 1-RDM off-diagonal elements. The variational 2-RDM method was shown to capture the metal-to-insulator transition and dissociation behavior accurately for all systems.